
February 7, 2022 

Sister Fog 
 

It was 7:15 in the morning. Yesterday morning. I was looking out the big window in the waiting 

area at airport gate. It was a clear day. The flight was scheduled to depart at 9:15am and all 

indications were that the flight would depart on time. The plane was at the gate. I was reading. 

When I looked out the window 20 minutes later, it seemed the fog had tiptoed in on cat paws. It 

didn’t look too bad, certainly not bad enough to mess with flights taking off or landing. Back to 

reading. Ten minutes later, and another look out the window. I could not see the planes parked 

at the next terminal, as they were shrouded in the fog. This is bad. Within a few minutes the 

planes in our terminal suddenly disappeared in the thick fog. The gate agents were all on the 

phone. And then the dreaded announcement came: “Because of poor visibility, which is less than 

a half mine, no planes can land or take off.” 
 

Incoming flights circled for a while before they were redirected to the airport in West Palm Beach, 

an hour’s drive north of Ft. Lauderdale. It took more than an hour for the fog to begin to lift. 

Another flight was scheduled to come into our gate. There was no room for all the passengers on 

both flights. Our plane was at the gate, so I just assumed we would board soon. They posted a 

notice saying the flight would depart at 10:45am. That made no sense as the fog had lifted by 9:30 

and planes were pushing back from various gate. Why not us? The gate agents offered no 

explanation.  
 

Next thing there was an announcement that the flight to Haiti we would depart at 11:30am. 

Around 11:10am, in strolled the captain and the flight attendants. The co-pilot, a young woman, 

had boarded the plane at 9:00am. Mystery solved: the crew, except for the co-pilot, were on a 

flight scheduled to land at 8:30, but the fog forced the flight to be diverted to West Palm Beach. 

When it landed there, everyone stayed on the plane for an hour or and then took-off for the short 

flight back to Ft. Lauderdale. Upon landing, they rushed to our plane. Fourteen elderly Haitians 

in wheelchairs boarded first. But with so many delayed flights landing and taking off, there was 

no one to push the wheelchairs down the jetway. More waiting. One of the agents knows me. He 

motioned for me to board the plane. We pushed back from the gate at 11:40am. It took longer 

than usual to be cleared for take-off. Wheels up 12:08pm. Wheels down at 1:43pm. A quick 95-

minute flight. Immigration was empty. I was the first to clear customs. Robenson was waiting for 

me. He told me that a policeman was killed that morning and a pastor was kidnapped. Home 

sweet home. We encountered no trouble on the drive. The garbage was pilled high and the streets 

were jammed with people. It was pure chaos. The natural beauty of Hutchinson Island quickly 

faded into memory, supplanted by man-made ugliness and brutality. Bency and Peter were the 

first kids to greet me. Peter wanted to pulled my small wheeled suitcase.  
 

It was a long day. I was up at 2:30am and on the road for the 105-mile drive at 4:55am. Steph had 

a wonderful lunch waiting for me. I was home. And the room was spinning. All is good. 


